The HAL Academy New Reality Project
– Getting Ready for the Future

THE MATRIX OF
CHANGE
The Extra-Systemic New Reality Programs
As indicated in the earlier material, the overall new reality programs are instigated by the extrasystemics. We will of course adapt these into matching our progression work and the changemaker
psychology.
The goal is to shift the holographic reality field codes from the old reality programs and into a new
type of reality programs able to uphold 4th and 5th cycle fields, transferring the current code systems
into these by upgrading and modifying the inserted artificial 4th and 5th dimensional fields of the
OWO races. To unfold the content of the new reality code systems, the new code sequences will be
inserted into the existing artificial fields as imprinted complex holographic information systems. It
is up to us to unfold the zip-code content.
To support the new code sequences, outer reality program settings have been made for us to follow
the guidelines of where the new realities are heading, as part of the future human communities.
Now, it is possible to upgrade humanity genetically to withstand the regressed reality timelines that
are a disruptive factor of the current reality programs, but without outer changes, and new ways of
living to unfold the codes of the upgraded genetics, they will vanish and cease to function. They will
decline and evaporate if not used within the new reality programs, and their sub-programs aimed
at the selected groups.
And finally, the new programs allow for extra-dimensional terraforming of our reality field into a
new type of 4D and 5D reality setting, based upon the extra-systemic technologies, which are yet
to be revealed as we get further into the new timeframes and relative reality features of their
worlds.
The Intersecting Systems in Reality Fields
It is important to see reality as a spectrum of intersecting systems. Within that frame of reference,
we understand that any and all systems interact with other similar systems, as in when one system,
or sector, is affected, the others will be as well. This takes place via advanced feed-back loops,
amplification vectors and the inbuilt affectability rates, i.e., the more a system relates to sections of
one of the other systems, the larger the effect will be.
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This means that any change in one system will affect and initiate changes, or a ripple effect, in the
adjacent ones. We have forgotten these systemic dynamics in our reality governance We see
everything from a local point of view and not from a systemic-energetic and global point of view, as
part of a larger interactive system.
Example 1
We tamper with the environment and planetary resources, the human genome and other forms of
genetics, and we expect the human composition and configuration to remain the same. And we get
startled when the human electrochemical processes suddenly changes and new ailments appear
(epigenetics).
Example 2
We pollute, use chemicals and other toxins and set the standards of how these alternations will
affect our health according to local perimeters and not seen from a global accumulative point of
view. So, no wonder that our ecosystems and the human organisms are breaking down. We
overlook that we live on a planet full of other lifeforms made of the same molecular structures as
we are and that we are made of the same atomic energies interconnected from the quantum fields
into the electron, proton and neutron fields.
We are not disconnected lifeforms in a disconnected world. We are made of the same matter, same
energy and same genetic material, and all are upheld by the energetic fields behind our reality, us
included.
Example 3
We try to avoid the effect of one catastrophe and overlook the feed-back loops into the relating
systems and how the choices we made, to secure our organic safety and everyday life pleasantries.
If we miss the feed-back loops, we also miss that changes in one locality potentially can lead to
territorial claims on resources in other sectors and how easily countries in financial distress act out
to secure their own power and status, leading us into multiple strives over resources and allocation
of resources.
The Basic Matrix of Change – a Complex Holographic Upgrading Technology
Perhaps these examples are too simplistic, and science will tell us that these things are not
interconnected, but this is where I will be pioneer of new systemic sciences and say: They are…. and
this is why:
For starters, we must understand that when we overlook the amplification vectors and the effects
of the alteration of one system into another, and when two systems are affected, as illustrated with
the 3 examples above – a very short version of complicated systemic-energetic dynamics – the
amplification vectors will spill over into one of the other four main reality systems, and initiate
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changes there as well. As more of the systems get affected, the higher the affectability rate – that
is the momentum of the amplification vector - will be on the overall reality matrix due to the
amplification vectors.
The growth rate in the matrix of change, in the overall holographic network, will go from the local
1:1 ratio into exponential systemic growth rates, tipping the reality matrix into completely new
dynamics and processes. All due to the sum of the systems involved and their local amplification
rates. 1+1 gives 2, and 2+2 give 4.
A matrix of change is a four-fold systemic-energetic transformational form of advanced technology,
often driven by inserted reality programs and alteration of gene sequences. These technologies
appear to us, as if they are of alien origin. The fact is, they are already part of our reality field and
were engineered a long time ago by other very advanced human civilizations that have preceded us.

A scheme of events has four corners of
probabilities and possible outcomes. It´s
a complex holographic interactive system
with exponential growth potentials of the
inserted pre-coded possible events,
unfolded in an ordered manner to allow
them grow into a pattern of probability
and from that go into manifestation.

Each of the four sector/systems has to reach a certain mass of energy before its content begins to
manifest. A holographic matrix is used to create changes; it could be seen as a sort of reality
program, since it holds codes and complex holographic information systems with the sole purpose
of changing the energies of reality.
It could also be viewed as a new complex holographic information system inserted into the original
holographic program setup of our reality to generate new behaviour and results. It is based upon
extra-systemic technologies and modification sciences.
The new complex holographic information system works like a worm into the original programs to
slowly unfold the new vector potentials and adaptation codes. Humans, and their actions, amplify
the effect of the new complex holographic information system.
When one of the sectors in the complex holographic information system gets the upper hand, it
affects the other three sectors and they can then, in succession, play out their content as well.
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For now, all four sectors are in play in the world. They are building up within our reality field, since
they are fuelled by how humans react to the changes. The new complex holographic information
system is interactive with the targets under the patterns of change, as all holographic programs are
interactive.
The end-result of the new complex holographic information system and its validity, rests upon the
reactions from the users. That will be called the "choice of humanity" and that will set the tone of
the future to come. The question is, which of the events that will become the strongest (by the
choice of the users and their reactions) and thus sets the tone of the other three, making them
unfold their potentials within the frame of the strongest.
Adding to the Matrix of Change
We need to add the transformative processes to the matrix of change.

The Vertical Systemic Dynamic
Processes via the Higher Order Sciences

The Horizontal PsychicEnergetic Processes via
Integrative Higher Order
Progression Dynamics

We need to address the self-destructive and harmful tendencies in groups of humans, saying they
are doing it for the greater good, when they know, in fact, they are playing with fire. It is a contest
of reaching the best invention and not built upon common sense.
History has taught us that, and apparently humans have not learned from it at all. These humans
self-justify their actions with excuses, blaming it on the economy, trying to pretend that their ways
of living are more important for our generation than for the next. Nobody is really paying any
attention to what they are doing. Not even with the climate crises in our face.
Humans move too slow to really instigate changes, which could shift our entire society into a
prosperous one. We are caught up in our everyday life. The extra-systemics use this as the foundation
of why it is okay to intervene with our reality and the human race. As always, the majority suffers on
behalf of the minority.
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The Event Program – The Attempt to Upgrade the OWO Programs (failed)
The Reality Field

9D

The Event Programs

8D

Dimensions 1-9

Dimensions 4-5
7D
5D

5D

6D

4D

4D

The Enclosure is what we perceive
as Earth. In fact, what we see is an
external representation of what
we have been taught to observe.
Reality within the Enclosure is
based upon our projections.

The
Enclosure

Our planet, in spite of the many pictures from space, does as such not exist. It is difficult to explain
but as we learn to understand how dimensions work, we understand that what we perceive and
observe is determined by the energies we consist of. If we were 4th dimensional beings, the planet
and space would look totally different.
The true reality field extends from the core into additional 9 dimensions of manifest reality and 3
higher non-organic worlds, based upon the domains.
The outer domain reality field is positioned as the holographic foundation behind the Enclosure, and
most of the dimensional fields are positioned adjacent to our perception of reality – they intersect
and interact with our world. Here many different extra-systemic races exist, having a 4D or 5D
vessels with their type of awareness and reality field laws, rules and setups.
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